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(57) ABSTRACT 

The present invention provides a computer implemented 

method and apparatus for providing a display of points of 

interest in conjunction with a vehicle navigation system. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, a vehicle 

navigation system is provided and includes a processor 

configured to identify and display a plurality of points of 

interest with reference to a vehicle's location, and to repeat 

the display to reflect changes in the vehicle's location. In 

another embodiment, the vehicle navigation system includes 

a processor configured so that the plurality of pninls of 

interest identified is within a radius of the current position 

when the current location is within a densely digitized area. 

When the vehicle is not within a densely digitized area, the 

plurality of points of interest lie ahead along the current road 

within a second distance. 

46 Claims, 10 Drawing Sheets 
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR 

DYNAMIC POINT OF INTEREST DISPLAY 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to vehicle navigation sys 

tems. More specifically, the invention relates to the improve 

ments in the display of points of interest by vehicle navi 

gation systems. 

Vehicle navigation systems have become more prevalent 

in recent times. In conjunction with and sometimes in 

addition to the route calculation capabilities of the vehicle 

navigation system, landmarks and points of interest arc 

referred to by the user. Typically vehicle navigation systems 

employ a map database wherein information such as digi 

tized road segments, points of interest ("I'OI's"), landmarks, 

and similar location data are stored. Examples of points of 

interest and landmarks noteworthy to a user might include 

restaurants, hotels, motels, convention halls, tourist spots, 

museums, parking lots and automobile service facilities. 

Some vehicle navigation systems allow the user to input a 

point of interest as a destination for purposes of route 

calculation. For example, a user may have made reservations 

for dinner at a restaurant and might enter the restaurant name 

as the destination to allow the system to determine the best 

route to the destination. 

Points of interest information is also provided in some 

systems as a user travels along a calculated route. For 

instance, vehicle drivers will often seek information as to the 

location of rest stops. Some current systems permit a display 

of rest stops within a predetermined radius of the vehicle's 

present location, 'lite problem with such systems is that they 

ignore relevant factors in determining which rest stops are 

displayed. These factors might include the vehicle speed, the 

category of highway currently traversed by the vehicle, 

whether the rest stop lies along or near the calculated route, 

and whether the relative location of the rest stop has already 

been passed. 

Current systems typically determine vehicle location 

through the use of satellite based global positioning systems, 

or dead reckoning systems which determine a vehicle loca 

tion based on changes detected and measured from a known 

location. Data as to the present location arc then compared 

with the data in the map database for the category of POI 

sought. FIG. 1 is a map diagram for illustrating an algorithm 

used by previous systems for determining POI's to display 

to the user. A vehicle 102 traveling in the direction indicated 

and seeking information as to a rest stop would be limited to 

the rest stops located within the map area 105 displayed. 

Even though vehicle 102 is traveling on road 107, consti 

tuting a major category of highway such as a freeway, the 

rest stops displayed would disregard this factor. The only 

ones displayed would be rest stop 110, located on road 109, 

a major highway parallel to the user's route, and 111, a stop 

already passed on the route. That is, the system would fail 

to display the rest stop information most useful to the user 

such as rest slop 112, located just beyond the area covered 

by the current map display 105 and on the same freeway 

route 107 and direction of the vehicle. 

Consequently, what is needed is an improved method and 

apparatus for determining points of interest to be displayed 

on a vehicle navigation system. In addition, drivers may 

have interest in additional information regarding a specific 

point of interest or desire the display of I'OI's to be limited 

to specific categories or names. For example, a driver might 

be interested in the store hours for a specified category of 

store and perhaps additional information as to products 

offered by the store as well as sale items. Current systems 

deliver very limited information and often present the POI's 

in a listing containing all categories sorted only by distance 

s from the present location. Therefore, what is further needed 

is a vehicle navigation system which can more intelligently 

display information regarding points of interest. 

10 

45 

BRIEF SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

To address the problems described above, the present 

invention provides methods and apparatus for presenting 

information regarding points of interest on vehicle naviga 

tion displays. Upcoming points of interest within a specified 

variable distance are dynamically displayed. In accordance 

15 with the present invention, the points of interest displayed 
are alternately determined in accordance with the vehicle's 

present location within a densely digitized area such as a 

city, its location along a more rural route, or whether the 

vehicle is travelling along a route calculated by the vehicle 

20 navigation system. To achieve the foregoing, the present 
invention provides a computer implemented method and 

apparatus for providing a display of a plurality of points of 

interest in conjunction with a vehicle navigation system. 

According to one aspect of the present invention, a vehicle 

25 navigation system is configured to identify and display a 
plurality of points of interest with reference to the vehicle 

location, and to automatically repeat the display of the 

plurality of points of interest to reflect changes in the vehicle 

location. The distance with reference to the vehicle location 

30 in one embodiment Is determined by the vehicle speed. 
Filtering mechanisms are also provided wherein the dis 

played points of interest can be limited to user selected 

parameters or categories. 

35 In another embodiment of the present invention, the 

vehicle navigation system is configured so that the plurality 

of points of interest identified is within a radius of the 

current position when the current location is within a 

densely digitized area. When the vehicle is not within a 

40 densely digitized area, the plurality of points of interest lie 

ahead along the current road within a second distance. When 

the vehicle navigation system is operating in navigation 

mode, the plurality of points lie within a third distance along 

the calculated route from the available points along the 

route. 

In another aspect of the present invention, the vehicle 

navigation system is configured to identify a plurality of 

points of interest using a corridor corresponding to the 

vehicle location. 

so Computer implemented methods for identifying and dis 

playing points of interest are also provided. 

These and other features and advantages of the present 

invention are described below with reference to the draw 

ings. 
55 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a map diagram illustrating identification of 

points of interest. 

fc0 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a vehicle navigation system 

for use with the present invention. 

FIG. 3A is a flowchart illustrating a method of identifying 

and displaying points of interest in accordance with one 

embodiment of the present invention. 

65 FIG. 3H Is a flowchart illustrating in greater detail the 

method of identifying points of interest shown in FIG. 3A in 

accordance with a specific embodiment of the invention. 
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HG. 4A illustrates points of interest identified in a cor- transmits the data to display console 240 which includes 

ridor in accordance with one embodiment of the present output communicator 234, usually comprising a display 

invention. screen with associated audio electronics and speakers. The 

FIG. 4B Ulustratcs points of interest identified within a uscr may input data, such as a desired destination, through 
predetermined radius in accordance with one embodiment of * use.r "?terface ?3«.Jyp'cally comprising a keyboard. Altcr-
th sent nventon natively user interface 236 may comprise a microphone 
ine present in enu n. coupled to speech recognition circuitry allowing a uscr to 

FIG. 5A illustrates a user input screen for identifying communicate with the system using voice commands, 
categories of points of interest in accordance with one The daU|jMe stofcd m ̂ ^ medium ̂  f_ 

embodiment of the present invention. w erab,y comprises positional dala such ^ for cxamp|e, 

FIGS. 5B and 5C show various display screens for latitude and longitude coordinates, to describe road intcr-

selecled points of interest in accordance with another sections or nodes, road segments, landmarks and points of 
embodiment of the present invention. interest, and other geographical information. The data base 

FIG. 6 illustrates adjusting of the corridor for the dLs- may further comprise dala representing characteristics of 

played POI's in accordance with another embodiment of the 15 roads or places on the map, such as road and place names, 

present invention. road features such as dividers, one-way restrictions, surface, 

nm-Aii rn nncrDirrnnu nc tub ***** limil> shaPc> elevation. and olhcr properties. Accord-
DETAILED D^CRIFITON OF THE ing t0 specific embodin]ents of lhc invention, the map 

INVENItON database includes cost values associated with individual 
Reference will now be made in detail to some specific 20 nodes and road segments. These cost values correspond to 

embodiments of the invention. Examples of specific the estimates of time intervals for traversing the respective 

embodiments are illustrated in the accompanying drawings. node or segment. Node cost values take into consideration 

While the invention will be described in conjunction with such information as, for example, whether the vehicle would 

these specific embodiments, it will be understood that it is encounter oncoming traffic, thus delaying a left turn maiieu-

not intended to limit the invention to any particular specific 25 ver- Segment costs reflect road segment characteristics such 

embodiment. On the contrary, it is intended to cover as speed limit and segment length, both of which affect the 

alternatives, modifications, and equivalents as may be travel time along the segment. Also associated with each 

included within the spirit and scope of the invention as road in the map database is a hierarchy value which relates 

defined by the appended claims. In the following to the category or type of the road. For example, the highest 

description, numerous specific details arc set forth in order jo 'eve' category of the hierarchy includes freeways and 

lo provide a thorough understanding of the present inven- expressways. The lowest level includes residential streets 

lion. The present invention may be practiced without some and/or alleys. The information stored in map database 

or all of these specific details. In other instances, well known medium 226 is employed with the data received from 

process operations have not been described in detail in order interface 222 for route calculation and guidance, 

not to unnecessarily obscure the present invention. 35 FIG. 3A is a flowchart illustrating the method of identi-

FIG. 2 is a block diagram of a specific embodiment of a fying and displaying points of interest in accordance with 

vehicle navigation system 200 for use with the present one embodiment of the present invention. Upon enabling 

invention. Sensors 212 and 214, traffic data receiver 216, this option of the navigation system, e.g. at power up (320), 

and GPS receiver 218 are coupled to computing means 220 the system identifies points of interest within a specified 

through sensor/GPS interface 222. In typical embodiments, -to distance of the current location (330). These points of 

mileage sensor 212 comprises an odometer, and angular interest will typically be stored as dala in map database 226 

velocity sensor 214 comprises a gyroscope, or a differential but alternately could be stored in any form of internal or 

odometer coupled to the wheels of lhc vehicle. Traffic data external memory, including flash memory and hard disk 

receiver 216 may comprise any of a wide variety of RF drives. Further details as to the procedures involved in 

receivers which are operable to receive real time traffic data 45 determining the points of interest lo be identified according 

transmitted in a variety of formats. A global positioning to one embodiment arc illustrated in FIG. 3B and described 

system (GPS) dala receiver 218 is provided for receiving below. Once the appropriate points of interest arc identified, 

signals from, for example, a satellite-based navigation sys- they are displayed (350). In one embodiment, display of the 

tem. Data from sensor/GPS interface 222 is transmitted to POI's will automatically repeat to reflect the changes in the 

CPU 224, which performs calibration, signal processing, 50 vehicle's location. 

dead-reckoning, vehicle positioning, and route calculation A vehicle navigation system will typically display a map 

and guidance functions. A database containing map infor- showing the vehicle's present position and several road 

mation may be stored in database medium 226, with soft- segments in the vicinity of the vehicle. When operating in 

ware directing the operation ofcompuling means 220 stored navigation mode, the segments will typically include por-

in main memory 228 for execution by CPU 224. Various 55 lions of the navigation system's calculated route immedi-

embodiments of the present invention arc embodied as such alcly ahead of and behind the vehicle. FIG. 3B illustrates a 

software. Memory 228 may comprise any of a wide variety method for identifying the points of interest to be displayed 

of non-volatile memory such as, for example, read-only according to a specific embodiment of the invention. Ini-

memory (ROM), reprogrammable non-volatile memory tially a determination is made as to whether the vehicle 

such as flash memory or SRAM, CD ROM, optical disk, or 60 navigation system is in navigation mode with the vehicle 

PCMCIA cards. System RAM 230 permits reading and following a predetermined route (332). If the vehicle is 

writing of the information necessary to execute such soft- traversing such a route, a search for relevant POI's along the 

ware programs. Database medium 226 may comprise non- calculated route is made (333). As illustrated by FIG. 4A, 

volatile memory, a hard disk drive, CD-ROM, or an inle- where the vehicle at location 401 is travelling to destination 

grated circuit in which digitized map information has been 6S 402 along calculated route which includes road 405, the 

stored. Output controller 232, which may comprise a graph- POI's along lhc route would comprise, for example, POI's 

ics controller, receives data processed by CPU 224 and 407, 409, and 411. In a specific embodiment, the displayed 
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POI's along the route would not include POI's falling vehicle's present location. The corridor width 422 in one 

outside a corridor associated with the route. For example, embodiment could be adjusted by the user or automatically 

POI's 413 or 414 would not be displayed since they fall according to various parameters such as speed and density of 

outside corridor 412. The dimensions of the corridor are ine digitized map data. In this situation, only those POl's 

either user defined or determined by the system according to 5 falling within the corridor 412 defined by length 420 and 
various parameters as described below. Where the vehicle is width 422 would be displayed. 

not in navigation mode Ihe points of inlercsl to be displayed Jn a ific embodin)en, ̂  muMtatcd by FIG. 5A> a -pOl 

is determined by whether the present location of the vehicle category" GUI screen 500 is presented in user interface 502 
is in a densely digitized area (336). Where the vehicle s fa ^ {Q im ̂  manipulalion of ^^ 
present location is not in a densely digitized area a search 10 ones of k 506-5M. GU, m ^ ̂^ of a 
is performed along the current road for points of interest. flUcrin mcchanlsm ,0 contro, lbe ^^-^ and naracs of 

According to a spcafic embodiment, the search is limited to displaycd Pors. In nG_ 5Ai the upper window 520 desig-
points of interest ,n the forward direction, i.e^ahead of the natcs |he m nan)e ̂ ^ fc |h(. uscr jn ious, 

vehicle in the current d.rection of travel (337) Where the cd GU, ^^ ̂  ̂ ^ [ / 
vehicle s present location is m a densely digitized area (336) ,5 highlighlcd ̂ j^ 521 wbich is stable in window 522. 
and where an omnidirectional option has not been selected , ... , ,..,,.., 

(338), a search is performed along the current road for points SeIcct *** 512f ena"« lhe,user '° sclecl 'he highlighted 
of interest, as described above. <**&**. ea^ for d*Plav J* lhe system. The display 

. ... , . r,^ ,„ .• , conso c inc udes soft keys 506, 508, 510, and 512. The 
In one embodiment, and as shown in FIG 3H an optional J • • ^ 

omnidirectional option is available. In a densely digitized 20 J J & 
area disablement of the omn.direct.onal option resuhsm the f ^ « * 
search for POI s ahead along the current road (337). When . ij-.j A j-
the omnidirectional option I selected (338), the search is prC™.Usly, dlsPlay.ed ««»»• Accord.ng to var.ous 
conducted within a predetermined or user-defined radius of «*°*™«*- «>«•»«• POI category is accomplished by 
™ . . v .-,„. . . . _,„ .„ n/~., activating a soft key, through a touch sensitive screen for 
the current location (339). As shown ,n FIG. 4D POI s a menu ^ ̂  ̂ h . k 

meetingtoe category cntena within arc e 431 defined by P appropriate voice command to be interpreted 
radius 432 of vehicle location 434 are displayed, irrespective v. voice recoenkion software 
of the vehicle's direction of travel. According to various by volcc reco8n"ion sotWiire-
embodiments, this radius is a predetermined and program- . '! •ho"'d te noIcd thal thc POI>S ̂ splayed need not be 
mablc value. For example, in a densely digitized area, 30 hm.tcd to those appearing within the map area 105 shown on 
searches for fast food restaurants may be made within a lhc vch^ navigation system's display console. In several 
one-half mUe radius. This would include all POI's matching embodiments the POI s displayed could be in a listing form 

the category (fast Tood reslauranls) in all directions within or "! ,a flashcd ,raessage and wou'd )nclude relcvant pol>s 
the specified radius. Options are available to the user to limit oulsidc of lhe dlsPlay rectangle 105. 
the selection of POI's by, for example, category or name or 35 •" one embodiment, the category of POI or name selected 

both. This filtering process is typically performed through a *>y 'he uscr for filtering will result in a dynamic display of 

scrollable menu displaycd on the output console and some number of the nearest POI's (e.g. 2 or 3). As shown in 

selected with soft keys. For example, the POI's selected by F'G- 5B, text boxes 530 and 531 display the names of the 
Ihe user may be limited in one embodiment by both category nearest gas stations, their addresses, and distances from the 

and name, e.g. aU fast food restauranls named Anderson's. 40 present location. The navigation system CPU will determine 

The omnidirectional search option, therefore, enables the 'he frequency of refreshing this information to help prevent 
user to search for POI's or a selected category of POI in all 'he screen changes from distracting the user. Other embodi-

directions when Ihe user's vehicle lies in a densely digitized menls may include additional information in the text box 

area. This situation occurs often in cities. Searches in such which can be obtained from the database memory or pro-

localities in all directions is preferred since typically, in 45 vided to lhe system on an ongoing basis, for example, via lhe 
urban areas, deviations from thc direction of travel produce 'raffle information receiver connected to the system, 
relatively minor effects on a total trip time as compared to Examples of such additional information might be a text 

similar deviations when thc vehicle is traveling in a less advertisement or promotion from a store or restaurant falling 
densely digitized area, such as on a freeway or in a rural within the user selected categories and in another embodi-
area. There are instances, however, where the vehicle could so menl would include updated information such as a daily 
be located on a high speed roule, such as a freeway, in a special, e.g. "Pancake Breakfast S2.99". 

densely digitized area where the user would prefer the POI According to one embodiment, lhe tcxl messages are 

search be limited to the current route or those POI's within presented sequentially based on the present location of lhe 

a predetermined distance of the current route, as will be vehicle. In other embodiments, several messages are con-

described below. To facilitate this flexibility, the omnidircc- 55 currently displayed. For example, when gas stations consti-

lional option could be disabled cither by the user or auto- tute thc selected category in one embodiment, the two 

matically (e.g. in response to vehicle speed) as shown in nearest gas stations as represented in text boxes 530 and 531 

FIG. 3B. arc displayed concurrently. In another embodiment, these 

As illustrated in FIG. 4A, thc POI's within a predeter- messages for the category displayed are presented dynami-

mined distance of the calculated route or the current route 60 cally with thc CPU determining the POI's wilhin the 

are identified using a corridor search. The corridor search selected category which should be displaycd at any one time, 

displays all POI's within a predetermined distance of the The new POI, as determined by distance and category or 

current roule or the calculated route. The corridor 415 oilier filtering mechanism, supplants the most distant POI. 

extends forward from the vehicle's present location 401 to Thc present invention also embodies displaying the iden-

the destination 402 in one embodiment. In other 65 lifted POI's in other formats. As shown in 110. 5C, POI's 

embodiments, the user at his option, may limit the displayed filtered by the category or name or the both may be dis-

POI's to a selected length of corridor 420 forward from thc played in a listing fashion. Thc POI list 541 may include lhc 
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basic address and distance information. In one embodiment. What is claimed is: 

the listing is scrolled automatically by the processor as the 1. A vehicle navigation system comprising: 

vehicle location changes According to one embodiment, at least one sensor for generating location data relating to 

further information regarding an entry in the list can be a vehicle location; 

obtained using rocker switch 514 to scroll a highlight bar 5 a memory for storing map data, the map data including 

through the list 541 and pressing the info key S10 which points of interest data; 

causes the information to be displayed in lower window 543. a display; and 

In another embodiment, the locations of the selected POI's a processor configured to: 

can be displayed as icons in the system's map mode. For identify a plurality of points of interest with reference 

example, the icon 547 associated with the nearest POI within 10 lo the vehicle location and the points of interest data 

the selected category is displayed at its location on the map. by performing in a first mode an omnidirectional 

The icon display may in another embodiment appear inde- search relative to the vehicle location in densely 

pendenlly of any POI listing. The icon may be a symbol digitized regions, and in a second mode a corridor 

associated with the category, such as "G" for gas stations, or, search relative lo a road corresponding to the vehicle 

as depicted in FIG. 5C, the icon may be a commercial logo. 15 location in sparsely digitized regions; 

The filtering mechanisms described limit the selection of disPlaythe plurality of points of interest on the display; 

POI's displayed according lo the categories selected. arK 
According to various embodiments, vehicle speed is another automatically repeat display of the plurality of points of 

factor which may be used to filler nearby POI's. Typically a >nlcresl«° rcncct chane<* in Ihe vehicle location, 
driver traveling on a freeway at high speeds will have greater 2U 2- Thc vehicle navigation system of claim 1 wherein the 
inlerest in POI's localed closer to Ihe calculated roule at Ihe processor is configured to perform the search in the second 
expense of those which require travel several miles from a mode alon8 the road ahead of the vehicle position, 
freeway exit ramp. A driver may be interested in travelling 3-lhc vehicle navigation system of claim 2 wherein the 
forward to find for example Ihe desired restaurant in lieu of processor is configured to perform the search in the second 
this off route travel of even a few miles. Another reason for 2S raode. for a flrst <Ksun« along the road ahead of the vehicle 
adjusting filtering parameters at higher speeds is the sheer position. 
number of POI's which mighl flash through a listing or flash 4 lhc vehidc navigation system of claim 3 wherein the 
message display. Increased filtering is necessary to limit the flrsl dislance is determined with reference to vehicle speed. 
POI's to a number which can be practically absorbed by the 5- ^e vehicle navigation system of claim 1 wherein the 
user. Although the identification steps have been described *> processor is configured to adjust a width of a corridor 
as applied to the identification of POI's and a corresponding "ivolved in the corridor search m accordance with at least 

display of those same identified POI's, the present invention onc parameter. 
is not so limited. The filtering methods described could be 6- ^ vehicle navigation system of claim 5 wherein the 
applied in some embodiments to a separate filtering process at lcasl one parameter comprises vehicle speed, 
after the POI's are identified or in the same process wherein 35 7- T06 vcl»c!e navigation system of claim 1 wherein Ihe 
the POI's are identified. road corresponds lo a previously calculated roule, Ihe pro-
„ „ ., ,. , , ., .,. , cessor being further configured to perform the search rela-
FIG. 6 illustrates adjustment of the corndor width and ,ive ,0 ,hc prcviously delated roulc. 

length to affect the displayed POI's. The adjustment in one 8 lhe vehic,c navigalion syslen) of daim 7 whcrem tne 

embodiment could occur in accordance with parameters 40 processor is configured to identify the plurality of points of 
specified by the user. In other embodiments, the processor is inlcrcs, a, a|| of me previous|y ca|culalcd roulc. 

configured to adjust the corndor length and width according 9 llle vchicl(. navigalion systcm of c|aim 7 whcrein the 

to certain parameters, such as the speed of the vehicle. Other processor ^ configured lo Kpeil identification of Ihe plu-
cxample parameters may include the density of the digitized raH, of inls of imcrest al ,h(. ious| calcuialcd 

map database in the vicinity of the vehicle location or the 45 roulc ,0 reflcc, the ch ^ ,he V6bjc,e itk)n 

number of matebmg POI's located in the corridor. A vehicle 10 ^ vMcle navigalion systcm of clairn { wnerejn thc 

at present location 601 mighl al an example speed of 35 mph proccssor k configured l0 operate in the second mode when 
traveling toward desiination 602 have POI s displayed lhc ,cm ̂  navigaling along a previollsiy calculaled route, 
within 1.0 mile of thc route 605 on which it is travelling. Thc nThc vchide navigation syslem of chim , whcrcjn lhc 

zone of interest for POI s would in this case be reflected by J0 proccssor ̂  configured u> operate in thc second mode when 
corridor 610. At a rngher speed of 60 mph, corridor 620 (e.g. ,hc vcnjclc loca,ion corresponds t0 a hiehway. 

Vi mile wide) would refleel Ihe POI s displayed as a resull n ̂  vehidc navigalion system of claim { whcrein the 

of the automatic increase in filtering as a resull of the proccssor is a)nfigUrcd l0 display ihe pluralily of points of 
decrease in widlh of thc corridor in accordance with thc in|crcst ^ |ajns on a map grid on lne djsp)ay 

increased speed paramelcr. 55 13 The vchicle navjgation syslem of c|aim i2 wherein the 

While the invention has been particularly shown and icons comprise commercial logos associated with thc plu-

described with reference lo specific embodiments, it will be rality of points of inlerest. 

understood by those skilled in the art that other details may 14. The vehicle navigation system of claim 1 wherein the 

be made without departing from the spirit or scope of Ihe proccssor is configured lo display lhc pluralily of points of 

invention. For example, many different types of display and 60 interest as text on the display. 

interface devices can be used other than those listed in Ihe 15. The vehicle navigation system of claim 14 whcrcin thc 

foregoing embodiments. Furthermore, certain terminology processor is further configured to scroll Ihe text on the 

has been used lo aid in the description of the embodiments display. 

but was not intended to limit thc present invention. 16. The vehicle navigation syslem of claim 1 whcrcin the 

Therefore, in view of Ihe foregoing, lhc scope of (he 65 processor is configured lo identify Ihe pluralily of points of 

invention should be determined by reference to the interest with reference lo at least one calcgory selected by a 

appended claims. user. 
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17. The vehicle navigation system of claim 16 wherein Ihe 30. 'l"he vehicle navigation system of claim 27 wherein the 

at least one category includes at least one of restaurants, processor is configured to use the corridor search to identify 

service stations, accommodations, and rest stops. the plurality of points of interest when the vehicle location 

18. The vehicle navigation system of claim 1 wherein the corresponds to a highway. 
processor is configured to identify the plurality of points of 5 31. The vehicle navigation system of claim 23 wherein the 
interest with reference to at least one business name selected processor is configured to adjust a width of a corridor 
by a user corresponding to the corridor search in accordance with at 

19. The vehicle navigation system of claim 1 wherein the least one parameter. 
processor is configured to display a promotion or advertise- ?2. The veh.cle nav.ganon system of claim 31 wherein the 
f . V.. . . r.u i i-. t ■ . t n at least one parameter comprises vehicle speed. 
mem assocated with at least one of the plurality of po.nts of to 33 ^ ̂j^ navigatio^ systcm of ̂ ^ whcfein ,he 

m'CreSL. . . . •,-,•. road corresponds to a previously calculated route, Ihe pro-
20. The vehicle nav.gaUon systcm recited in claim 1 ^^ bei|{ funher ^onfigUrcd ,„ pcrform lhc corridor 

wherein at least one of the dimensions of a corridor involved ^^ ̂.^ ,„ ,h(. vious, calculated route. 
in the corridor search are adjusted in accordance with at least 34 Jhf, vehicle navi tion system of c,aim 33 wherein lne 

one of the vehicle speed, density of digitized data and the is pfoccssor is conflgurcd to jdcn,ify ,he piuraljly of points of 

number of matching POI's located within the corridor. fa|e|es, a, al] of ,he previously calculaled rouIc. 

21. A computer-implemented method for use with a 35 Jhe vehid(, navigation syste[n of c|aira 33 whcrein thc 

vehicle navigation system comprising at least one sensor for processor & configured to repeat identification of the plu-
generaling location data relating to a vehicle location, a fali,y of fa|s of jn|cres, a,ong me previously caicfo,^ 

memory for slonng map data, the map data including points :o rou,e ,0 reflec, ,hc ch in ,he vehic,e position 

of interest data, and a display, thc method comprising: 3fi Jhe vchic|e navigation sysIem of claim 33 whcrein thc 

identifying a plurality of points of interest with reference processor is configured to display the plurality of points of 
to the vehicle location and the points of interest data by interest as icons on a map grid on the display. 

performing in a first mode an omnidirectional search 37. The vehicle navigation system of claim 36 wherein the 

relative to the vehicle location in densely digitized 2S jCOns comprise commercial logos associated with the plu-
regions, and in a second mode a corridor search relative ralily of points of interest. 

to a road corresponding to the vehicle location in 38. The vehicle navigation system ofclaim 23 wherein thc 

sparsely digitized regions; processor is configured to display thc plurality of points of 

displaying the plurality of points of interest on the dis- interest as text on thc display. 

play; and 39. The vehicle navigation system of claim 38 wherein the 

automatically repealing display of the plurality of points processor is further configured to scroll the text on the 

of interest to reflect changes in the vehicle location. display. 
22. A computer program product comprising a computer 40. The vehicle navigation system of claim 23 wherein the 

readable medium having computer program instructions processor is configured to identify the plurality of points of 
stored therein for performing the method of claim 21. interest with reference to at least one category selected by a 

23. A vehicle navigation system comprising: user-

at least one sensor for generating location data relating .0 41-llle vehicle navigation system of claim 40 wherein the 
...... at least one category includes at least one of restaurants, 

a ve ic c oca 1 , service stations, accommodations, and rest stops, 
a memory for storing map data; 40 42 ^ wnic|e navigation syslem of claim 31 wherein the 

a display; and processor is configured to identify Ihe plurality of points of 

a processor configured to: interest with reference to at least one business name selected 

identify a plurality of points of interest using a corridor by a user. 

search of thc map data in a corridor corresponding to 43. Thc vehicle navigation systcm of claim 31 wherein thc 

a road corresponding to the vehicle location, wherein processor is configured to display a promotion or advertise-

the corridor extends parallel to the road; and ment associated with at least one of thc plurality of points of 

display the plurality of paints of interest on the display. interest. 

24. The vehicle navigation syslem ofclaim 23 wherein Ihe 44. The vehicle navigation system recited in claim 23 

processor is configured to perform the corridor search along wherein at least one of the dimensions of the corridor are 

the road ahead of the vehicle position. 50 adjusted in accordance with at least one of the vehicle speed, 
25. The vehicle navigation system ofclaim 24 wherein the density of digitized data, and the number of matching POI's 

processor is configured to perform the corridor search for a located wilhin lhc corridor. 

first distance along Ihe road ahead of Ihe vehicle position. 45. A computer-implemented method for use with a 

26. The vehicle navigation system of claim 25 wherein the vehicle navigation system comprising at least one sensor for 

first distance is determined with reference to vehicle speed. 5S generating location data relating to a vehicle location, a 
27. The vehicle navigation system ofclaim 23 wherein the memory for storing map data, and a display, the method 

processor is alternatively configured to identify the plurality comprising identifying a plurality of points of interest using 

of points of interest using an omnidirectional search relative a corridor search of the map data in a corridor corresponding 

to the vehicle position in densely digitized regions. to a road corresponding to the vehicle location, wherein lhc 

28. The vehicle navigation system ofclaim 27 wherein the *° corridor extends parallel to the road, and displaying the 
processor is configured to use the corridor search to identify plurality of points of interest on thc display. 

the plurality of points of interest in densely digitized regions. 46. A computer program product comprising a computer 

29. The vehicle navigation system ofclaim 27 wherein the readable medium having computer program instructions 

processor is configured to use the corridor search to identify stored therein for performing the method of claim 45. 

the plurality of points of interest when the system is navi- *■ 
gating along a previously calculated route. • • • * • 


